Instructions for Canal Only Mold

1. Mix 1 B and 1 C Azoft packets together.
2. Use approximately ½ of this material for a canal only mold.
3. Mold Azoft around clear tube, with tubing extend just beyond end of Azoft
4. Place tubing/Azoft structure approximately 1cm into canal.
5. Lightly press on Azoft so that it comes into contact laterally with all walls of the canal. **Make certain that the tubing or Azoft does not extend down to the newly created eardrum.**
6. Let harden for approximately 2 minutes. The portion of Azoft not being used can help gauge hardness.
7. Use as directed by CEI staff.
8. Clean the mold occasionally with antibacterial soap and water. Place clear tubing in mold when not being used to ensure patency of the hole created.

First portion of the video here: [https://vimeo.com/67753192](https://vimeo.com/67753192) outlines the steps for making ear canal mold